Offering comprehensive choices and personalized seating designs that reflect your unique style.
Urban Living styles are standard with Blend Down throw pillows, back pillows and seat cushions.
Nail-head Trim is available as an optional upgrade .

2 sofa
options

4 arm
options

2 chair
options

components
7 sectional

NIMBUS REPLETE
ARM
9” width | 27” height

NIMBUS

orignal

SEAT
22” height | 21” depth

(NIMB)

OVERALL FRAME
39” height | 40.5” depth

ARM
4” width | 27” height

NIMBUS

petite

SEAT
22” height | 21” depth

(NIMP)

OVERALL FRAME
39” height | 35.5” depth

ARM
5” width | 25” height

NIMBUS

swag

SEAT
21.5” height | 24” depth

(NIMS)

OVERALL FRAME
42.5” height | 44.5” depth

ARM
5” width | 25” height

NIMBUS

classic

SEAT
21.5” height | 24” depth

(NIMC)

OVERALL FRAME
42.5” height | 44.5” depth

Nimbus
Construction

A

A blendown back pillow that rests on a soft,
foam-covered back rail. Adjustable for your
personalized sit.

B

A blendown arm bolster resting on a soft,
foam-covered arm.

C

A blendown seat topper wrapped around a thin layer
of foam. Soft to the initial sit, yet providing support.

D

The seating platform features a four inch layer of soft
foam supported by our Goodside seating platform.
A subtle sit with balanced support.

A
B

C
D

Original (NIMB)

-29

-67

-78

Nimbus Corner Chair
w40.5 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside21 | ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Nimbus Armless Chair
w35 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside35 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Nimbus Bumper Ottoman
w35 | d40.5 | h22 in.

-51

-52
Nimbus LAF Sofa
w77.5 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside58 | ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Nimbus RAF Sofa
w77.5 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside58 | ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

-54

-53

Nimbus LAF Corner Sofa
w118 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside78 | ah22 | sh21 | sd27 in.

Nimbus RAF Corner Sofa
w117 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside78 | ah22 | sh21 | sd27 in.

-56
Nimbus X-Long Sofa
w97 | d40.5 | h39 in.
inside78 | ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Shown: NIMB-67 Ottoman, NIMB-78 (2) Armless Chairs,
NIMB-29 Corner Chair, and NIMB-51 RAF Sofa

Shown: NIMB-67 Ottoman, NIMB-78 (2) Armless Chairs,
NIMB-29 Corner Chair, and NIMB-51 RAF Sofa

Petite (NIMP)

-78

-67

Nimbus Petite Armless Chair
w35 | d35.5 | h39 in.
sh22 | sd21 in.

Nimbus Petite Bumper Ottoman
w34.5 | d35.5 | h22 in.

-29

Nimbus Petite Corner Chair
w35.5 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

-51

-52

Nimbus Petite LAF Sofa
w72.5 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Nimbus Petite RAF Sofa
w72.5 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

-54

-53

Nimbus Petite LAF Corner Sofa
w108 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah22 | sh21 | sd27 in.

Nimbus Petite RAF Corner Sofa
w108 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah22 | sh21 | sd27 in.

-56

Nimbus Petite X-Long Sofa
w87 | d35.5 | h39 in.
ah27 | sh22 | sd21 in.

Shown: NIMP-54 Petite LAF Corner Sofa

Shown: NIMP-56 Petite X-Long Sofa

Classic (NIMC)

-20

-01

-31

Nimbus Classic Lounge Chair
w34 | d42.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 22 | ah25 | sh21 | sd22 in.

Nimbus Classic Swivel Chair
w34 | d42.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 22 | ah25 | sh21 | sd22 in.

Nimbus Classic Ottoman
w28 | d25 | h17 in.

Nimbus Classic Sofa
w90 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
ah25 | sh21.5 | sd24 in.
Shown: NIMC-50 Classic Sofa

Classic (NIMC) Sectional Components

-67

-78
Nimbus Classic Armless Chair
w34.5 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
sh21 | sd24 in.

-52
Nimbus Classic LAF Sofa
w73.5 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 68 | ah25 | sh21.5 | sd24 in.

-54
Nimbus Classic LAF Corner Sofa
w117 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 92 | ah25 | sh21 | sd24 in.

Nimbus Classic Bumper Ottoman
w34 | d35.5 | h22 in.

-51
Nimbus Classic RAF Sofa
w73.5 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 68 | ah25 | sh21.5 | sd24 in.

-53
Nimbus Classic RAF Corner Sofa
w117 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 92 | ah25 | sh21 | sd24 in.

Swag (NIMS)

-20

-01

-31

Nimbus Swag Lounge Chair
w34 | d42.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 22 | ah25 | sh21 | sd22 in.

Nimbus Swag Swivel Chair
w34 | d42.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 22 | ah25 | sh21 | sd22 in.

Nimbus Swag Ottoman
w28 | d25 | h17 in.

Nimbus Swag Sofa
w90 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
ah25 | sh21 | sd24 in.
Shown: NIMS-20 Ottoman, NIMS-31 Swivel Chair

Swag (NIMS) Sectional Components

-67

-78
Nimbus Swag Armless Chair
w34.5 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
sh21 | sd24 in.

-51

Nimbus Swag -52/-53 LAF/RAF Sofa
w73.5 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 68 | ah25 | sh21.5 | sd24 in.

Nimbus Swag Bumper Ottoman
w34 | d35.5 | h22 in.

-54
Nimbus Swag LAF/RAF -54/-53 Corner Sofa
w117 | d44.5 | h42.5 in.
inside 92 | ah25 | sh21 | sd24 in.

Shown:
NIMS-54 LAF Corner Sofa
and NIMS-52 LAF Sofa
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